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The world needs more 
computing power

The world needs
to reduce emissions



The world needs more 
clean energy



Explore our ESG solutions
for blockchain and HPC computing



From Excess Energy, to Powering
High Performance Computing

With a strong commitment to the ESG-code, Earth Wind & Power creates a sustainable bridge 

between excess energy from flaring of natural gas, or the surplus of solar and wind power - and the 

exponentially growing High Performance Computing power-need, without intervening with the grid.



Challenge One
The amount of excess energy in the world from gas, wind and solar is enormous. From gas alone, 150 
bill ion cubic meters is wasted through flaring each year, which has a significant impact on the 
environment. It  is often lack of financial incentive that leaves power-production sites without the costly 
infrastructure that is needed in order to capture and util ize excess energy.

Challenge Two
As our world become more and more digitalized, data centers are becoming an increasingly crit ical
infrastructure and consequently a major electricity-intensive industry. The share of global electricity used 
by data centers is currently estimated to be about 1%, but the future aggressive increase in data 
processing will lead to an unprecedented growth in electricity demand from this industry. Some predict
the demand to reach over 20% by 2025.



The Solution
Earth Wind & Power offers energy companies within the fossil,  wind and solar markets an ESG solution for 
util iz ing their excess energy by positioning modular data center units at power production sites. This 
presents a new commercial value for energy companies which incentivizes the investment in necessary
infrastructure and consequently enable reduction of flaring and increase in renewables.



What we do



Transforms handling of Excess Energy
Gas: We offer oil and gas companies who are flaring gas today, an opportunity to become greener. We will capture the
energy from flare gas that otherwise would be released with no use into the open air,  and use it to power HPC 
operations on site. Electricity can also be distributed into mini grids for local industries and consequently replace the
use of diesel generators.

Wind Power: Wind turbines can generate much more energy than is consumed at different daytimes and seasons, or the
potential power is underutil ized due to limited grid capacities. This energy can be used as emission-free power for our
data center operations and may lead to potential joint init iatives for further expansion of local power production.

Solar Power: By partnering with us, operators of solar plants gain a new tool for managing excess power. Util iz ing the
excess power to provide electricity to our modular datacenter units will allow a guaranteed price-floor for the power. 
HPC operations can also be an incubator anda crucial incentive for the development of new and additional
infrastructures for green power and solar plants.



What we deliver: Sustainable
High Performance Computing
Today’s operators of high-performance computing rely on power intensive computing capacity. Placing our modular 
datacenter units near natural gas facil it ies, wind farms and solar power plants, we can add sustainable energy driven, 
affordable and highly efficient computing and storage capacities to various data operations without stressing the 
grid.

Our standard HPC blockchain module comprises High Density data center containers with the most energy efficient 
digital infrastructure worldwide. The containers are installed with efficient closed-loop water cooling systems and are 
therefore climate independent. The solution is mobile, modular stackable and scalable.

The modular design of our sites with its flexible infrastructure solutions is ready to host data center operations 
from Tier 1 to Tier 3. Thanks to the closed-loop cooling technology we can facil itate HPC and Blockchain computing in 
extremely hot climates without compromising the service levels. In other regions the heat form the HPC units is set to 
be util ized for other heating purposes



Creating opportunities
By purchasing energy from natural gas, wind and solar power plants we contribute to the increased 
deployment of renewables in the areas we enter. This creates opportunities for the local industry, it  
generates new jobs and income, and allows governments to substantially reduce their environmental 
impact.



Innovation on proven technology
Our value chain is based on proven technologies and commercial and sustainable framework – from the 
energy source to the final output through HPC and Blockchain computing.



Commitment



Earth Wind & Power is committed to sustainability goals and 
will continuously evaluate developments in relation to their 
impact.
We incorporate ESG factors in all  our activit ies, driven among others by the 17 United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals, including clean energy, water and sanitation, and gender equality, adopted by the UN member 
states in 2015. We also commit to the “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030” initiative introduced by the World Bank.

Earth Wind & Power will  report and certify relevant emission reductions to the oil and gas companies and authorities 
through our Assurance Management system.

Since our solutions reduce the overall environmental impact by util iz ing existing investments more efficiently, they 
have tangible ESG impacts for all  partners in the value chain. Additionally, Earth Wind & Power will  always seek to be 
polit ically neutral with its origin from Norway.



Earth Wind & Power shall conduct its business with integrity; respecting the laws, cultures, dignity and rights of 
individuals in all  the countries where we operate.
Earth Wind & Power has zero tolerance for any form of corruption.
Our extensive Code of Conduct is the road map that puts our values into action and ensures continued success and 
safeguards our reputation.

Ingvil  Smines Tybring-Gjedde
CEO



About



The Earth Wind & Power team has a track record
of building multibillion enterprises, with several major success 
stories within oil & gas and pioneering wind and solar power
projects.



We have some of the most experienced professionals in the 
business of energy, HPC & Blockchain, finance, governance and 
security on our team with backgrounds from:
• Governmental positions on national Minister level

• ESG and national/international climate policies reporting and monitoring

• HPC datacenter design, contracting and operations

• Blockchain for Supply Chain Management

• Management of global oil  and gas companies

• Execution and technical management of big engineering projects

• Operations in all  types of environments, including remote areas.

• Building all iances around the world and util iz ing opportunities for replicating



What makes Earth Wind & Power unique
• We offer energy producers a market for their excess energy.

• We contribute to better energy utilization.

• We provide electricity demand outside the grid, not straining the existing infrastructure.

• We offer access to HPC and blockchain data needs.

• We increase homeland security by facilitating domestic data center and HPC capabilities.

• We contribute to risk reductions and value enhancements in renewable development projects.



Meet our team
Board

Olav Skalmeraas Chair of the Board 
of Directors and Co-Founder

30 years of experience in the oil & gas 
and aluminum industries, mainly
commercial negotiations, sales & 
trading activities, business 
development, M&A, and mining and 
refinery operations from Equinor, 
Hydro and Saga Petroleum. MSc in 
Marine Engineering and postgraduate
studies in economics.

Tobias Hobbach
Board Member

15+ years of experience as Chief Financial 
Officer, Manufacturing Excecutive and 
Renewable Energy Entrepreneur. Founder 
and Managing Director of Sustain Power 
and Sustain Solar in South Africa. The 
journey as energy entrepreneur in Africa 
has taken him across numerous countries 
applying various technologies including 
biogas, waste to energy, solar PV and 
battery storage.

Lars Helge Helvig
Board Member

Lars Helge Helvig is Founder and Chairman
of Norsk Vind Energi (est. 1996) and Valinor
(est. 1997). He founded Valinor as holding
company for Norsk Vind Enegi, and under 
his leadership Norsk Vind Energi has grown
into Norway`s largest private wind power
developer. He serves as Chairman of the
board in the renewable energy companies
Norsk Vind Energi and Norsk Solar. He also
serves on the board of infrastructure
companies like Zaptec, CealTech and Halodi
Robotics. In addition, he serves on the
board of the technology innovation cluster
Norwegian Energy Solutions (NES).

Gerhard Ludvigsen
Board Member and Co-Founder

Founded Hemla Energy AS (with AGR as co-
founder with focus on oil and gas 
development. Co-founded D&H Solution AS 
with DSME of S Korea with mission on gas 
and LNG development with major IOC´s in 
Middle East / Africa. Established PetroNor
E&P, listed on Oslo Stock Exchange, with
Petromal, subsidiary off National Holding og 
Abu Dhabi that holds oil production in West 
Africa with focus on IOR development. Have 
been director and major shareholder of
FileFlow, developed by Fast Search & 
Transfer and have held several board
positions in start-up companies and advisor
for major security house in Norway. Board 
member of a charity foundation, Power to 
Educate supporting education in emerging
countries.

Svein Sollund
Board Member and Co-Founder

25+ years of experience in financials and 
the oil & gas industry. CEO of global 
energy services & software company
AGR. Experience from Private Equity 
backed global businesses. Proven track
record of turn-around and growth in oil
& gas, insurance and software. MSc in 
Finance from NHH and CEMS Master.



Management Group

Ingvil Smines Tybring-Gjedde
CEO and Co-Founder

Former Minister of National Public 
Security with overall responsibility for 
the Directorate for Public Safety and 
Emergency Planning, the Civil Protection
Act and cyber security. She was also
Minister of Svalbard and the Norwegian 
polar regions. Prior to this position, she
served as Deputy Minister of Petroleum 
and Energy. In her portfolio she had
exploration policy, development and 
operations, and exploration activity. She
was also responsible following the
Ministry's contact with other petroleum 
producing countries, in addition to the
government's national climate policy and 
international environmental issues. She
has held several managerial positions in 
both public and private sectors. In her 
early days, she worked as a professional
climber and instructor for the Norwegian 
Military Academy, educating officers of
the Norwegian Army within leadership, 
rescue techniques, and safety.

Gerhard Ludvigsen
Head of Business Development

Founded Hemla Energy AS (with AGR as co-
founder with focus on oil and gas 
development. Co-founded D&H Solution AS 
with DSME of S Korea with mission on gas 
and LNG development with major IOC´s in 
Middle East / Africa. Established PetroNor
E&P, listed on Oslo Stock Exchange, with
Petromal, subsidiary off National Holding og 
Abu Dhabi that holds oil production in West 
Africa with focus on IOR development Have 
been director and major shareholder of
FileFlow, developed by Fast Search & 
Transfer and have held several board
positions in start-up companies and advisor
for major security house in Norway. Board 
member of a charity foundation, Power to 
Educate supporting education in emerging
countries.

Marie Andrea Stenfeldt
Vice President Business Development

Experienced Project Manager with
International track record of >150MW of
HPC datacenter design, contracting and 
operations from Norway, Russia, Germany 
and Uzbekistan. Project Managed several
Blockchain and cryptocurrency related
initiatives such as Blockchain for Supply 
Chain Management, crypto payment
consultancy, BTM operations and 
blockchain startup incubation. Prior to her 
involvement in the Blockchain and Crypto
industry she was working internationally in 
the shipping industry and served amongst
others as a CEO and Board member at 
Maersk in Israel, Indonesia and Vietnam.

Kai Michaelsen
Chief Finance Officer

Kai has 25+ years of experience as manager 
and audit partner from KPMG. During the
last 5 years Kai has been involved as CFO of
renewable energy companies. His extensive
background with respect to both geography
and clients allow him to fill his CFO-position
with knowledge and authority in all aspects.



Positioned to be a world leading provider of ESG energy solutions for HPC & Blockchain computing

Frøyas gate 15, N-0273 Oslo, Norway, www.earth-wind-and-power.com


